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Genesis 
Houston, we have a problem: 
 
In the 2013 Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey (FEVS), there were 
three very clear conclusions: 
 
1. Significant historical challenges  
2. Significant drop in employee satisfaction 
3. The Department of Labor was one of the lowest ranked departments 
regarding employee satisfaction. 
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1.  OPM has surveyed Federal employees since 2002.the FEVS provides information on broad trendsis an important management tool allows leaders and managers to receive feedback from their employeesallows leaders and managers to take actions to increase satisfaction and engagement with the ultimate goal of improving services to the American public. HOWEVERIn the 2013 Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey responses indicated:1.  Challenges faced include pay freezes, the sequester, furloughs and reductions in training, all taking a toll on the Federal workforce.A significant drop in employee satisfaction and this has continued to decline across the majority of questions in the survey, including decreases in satisfaction with pay,  and whether or not employees had sufficient resources needed to get their jobs done. 



Why we do what we do 
 
As a result of the survey, management was left with 
a large amount of data and had to determine what 
steps to take in order to respond to the survey. 
 



• Distribute survey results among 
managers  

• Pros/Cons 
 
 

Option 1:  
Handle It Like We Always Do 
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They would devise corrective measures and implementationOn-going tracking, scheduling, employee buy-in could all be an issue



• Establish a team of employee 
peers to manage results and 
implement changes 

 
• Pros/Cons 

Option 2: Try a Different Approach 
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Pros:Cross-representation of staff Managers and Employees from all sectionsProducts are defensible   Broader perspective/diverse input Potentially reduces management workloadCON – New idea, who would participate etc., rules of the committee bylaws?  



Who we are… 
 Danielle Abbott – Whistleblower Regional Investigator 
 Kristina Carignan – Whistleblower Regional Investigator 
 Mike Oesch – Whistleblower Lead Regional Investigator 
 Glenn Taylor – Compliance Assistance Assistant Regional 

Administrator (Management) 
 Peggy Taylor – Program Analyst 
 Todd Underwood – Auditor 
 Jackie Wheeler – Safety and Health Program Manager 
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As a result, 2014, OSHA Region VII implemented our own yearly employee satisfaction survey in each office that was based off of questions from the FEVSThe Regional Office formed a survey team to identify questions from the FEVS that were applicable to our Region.  The name was selected from a presidential statement, ‘With Your Help’ from President Barack Obama to our Regional Administrator who during an outreach event, thanked her for her service and commented to her that he could only do his job “with her help.” Thus spawning the naming of the OSHA Region 7 With Your Help Committees.Each area office has its own team. (SURVEY,  and each AO) .  Surveys are distributed to each office. The Teams were challenged to address strategies for improving survey results. Our Team, the Regional Office team,  focuses on survey questions that receive the highest number of negative or neutral responses, as well as comments. 



With Your Help Team  
 Advantages 

 Cross sectional team 
 All employee buy in 
 We are the mechanism for 

review of implemented 
management actions/office 
policies – real time “crisis 
control” 
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1. The Teams are made up of Management and non-management staff. (GS7 to GS14)2. At inception, the RA stated to the team to “check your titles at the door.”  This has helped the committee grow and work towards common goals 3. We encourage input from those not on the committee (Survey Monkey)4.  If there is an issue with an office policy, we can address it in an informal, non-threatening way with both employees and management.  



Goals 

 Training and perception 
 

 Improve teamwork 
 

 Employee Recognition 
 

 Improve the Telework 
program and perception 
 

2014 – 7.  My training needs are 
assessed.  66.6% agreed 
 
2014 - 13. The people I work 
with cooperate to get the job 
done.  80.9% agreed 
 
 2014 - 15. Awards in my office 
depend on how well employees 
do their jobs.  42.8% agreed 
 
2014 - 41. How satisfied are you 
with the telework program?  
57.1% agreed 
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Our group meets as frequently as we need to but at least on a bi-monthly basis.  The first year, we analyzed the first year’s results and determined which areas needed the most attention.  We determined that the four areas that we would focus on and have the most impact on were: training, teamwork, ee recog, telework.There are groups of questions related to each item, however, of the people that responded positively to these four specific questions: 



Hurdles 
Brainstorm ideas that 
were: 
Cost Effective 
Easy to Implement 
Supported by 
Management 
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Ideas for improvement had to be:Cost effective - Limited funds for formal awards and recognition, or events.Easy to implement -  Could not take a lot of staff time.Supported by management – top down buy in each time.



Our Results - Training 
 

7. My training needs are 
assessed.   

 
2014: 66.6% agreed  
( 21 people responded) 
 
2015:  64% agreed  
(25 people responded) 
 
2016:  80.9% agreed  
( 21 people responded) 

 
 

 
 Training needs are addressed 
 Brown bag lunches TED Talks 
 Generation Gap 
 IDPs 
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Ask for and get input from other ee’s.TED talks bring the speaker to us.Address topics that may not have been considered beforeBring EE concerns to the forefront for management 



Training cont. 
Brown Bag Luncheon Series 

 Surveys indicated a desire for professional 
development 

 “TED Talks” over lunch 

 

 

2 

“When can we do this again?” 

“This was quite empowering!” 
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Attendees were challenged with a “Q&A” period after each presentationPositive comments received



Our Results - Teamwork 
13. The people I work with 
cooperate to get the job 
done.   
 

2014 : 80.9% agreed 
(21 people responded) 
 

2015:  88% agreed 
(25 people responded) 
 

2016:  90.4% agreed!!! 
(21 people responded) 

 Adopt a family 
 Sanity breaks 
 Share best practices with 

other offices 
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Cross-sectional team and activities;Get to know you’sAll EE buy in and participationOpen line of communication between sections



Our Results - Employee Recognition 
15. Awards in my office 
depend on how well 
employees  do their jobs. 
 
2014:  42.8% agreed 
(21 people responded) 
 
2015:  68% agreed 
(25 people responded) 
 
2016:  66.6% agreed 
(21 people responded) 

 Revamped awards committee 
 “Created” peer to peer awards 
 Kudos board 
 B-day sign 
 Bosses day 



 We also focused 
conversation with  
management on what is 
needed to improve 
employee rating during 
appraisals 
 

 

   

Employee Recognition cont. 
10. In my most recent 
performance appraisal, I 
understood what I had to 
do to be rated at different 
performance levels.   
 
2014: 42.8% Agreed 
  (21 people responded) 
 
  2015: 76% Agreed 
  (25 people responded) 
 
  2016: 81% Agreed 
  (21 people responded) 
 



Our Results - Telework Program 
41. How satisfied are you 
with the telework 
program?   
 

2014:  57.1% agreed 
(21 people responded) 
 
2015:  86.9% agreed 
(23 people responded) 
 
2016:  95% agreed!!! 
(20 people responded) 
 

 Focused conversation  
on importance of work life 
balance with management.    
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Some managers teleworkMost every office person now has had the opportunity to telework



How we have made an impact 
 

EMPLOYEE  SPOTLIGHT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mike Oesch  
Lead Whistleblower Investigator  
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Mike’s intro:



New Goals 
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We still have work to do.  Each year’s results vary, but on the whole, we are improving .  As of 2016 results 85.7% would recommend our office as a good place to work, which is a 28.6% increase in how employees in our office positively view their work environment from 2014.  We are striving for 100%, but it can only be done with continued EE participation and continual follow through of the team. Many employees still want more training to improve their skill sets.  Employees constantly need to be recognized for a job well done.  We take those suggestions for training and recognition and try to turn them into learning opportunities.  



Takeaways 
 Why this could work in your office 
 Why this is important 

 When employees feel validated and their opinion 
matters you get better teamwork, better work 
product, happier staff. 
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Encourages Team Work among office sectionsPeople going above and beyond one’s job dutiesPeople offering servicesAppearance of more comraderyImprovement in moraleFeeling of being appreciated



Q & A 
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